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SR21 Barrier Face Mask (Model I)

Barrier masks meet a less
ambitious level of requirements
than surgical masks and FFP2 which
must be used as a priority by healthcare
personnel and exposed
populations. Responding to criteria
validated by nearly 150 experts, the SR21
Barrier Face Mask(s) aim to provide
additional protection to any healthy person,
in addition to barrier gestures and the
measure of distance.The use of a barrier
mask does not in any way exempt the
user from the systematic application
of barrier gestures, which are
essential, as well as the rules of
social distancing aimed at
combating viral
infections.

SR21 Barrier Mask Model I (v.1)
Number of Layers: Three
(Specially manufactured Tricot Garment)
The way of manufacture gives very high
protection percentage based on EU countries
rules and regulations.
– Includes flexible nose adjustment element
– Two high quality, adjustable straps
Internal silk made label showing the
following:
– Certifications (OECO-TEX 100, ISO
9001:20015, ISO 14001:2015
– Logo of the Institute
– Web guide: sr21.ch/bmask
– Made in Europe

The level of filtration we
follow refers to garments that
block particles up to 3 µm in size,
which is larger than the size of the
Covid-19 virus. The virus is transported
in micro-droplets, of sizes much larger
than that of the virus itself, this is why
the mask ensures a relative capacity of
retention, in addition to the barrier
gestures. Based on the list of materials
approved by authorities in EU
countries for the development of
Barrier Face masks, we consider
that each one layer of our SR21
Model I (v.1) Barrier Face Mask
offers: 90 % ≤
protection < 95 %.

– STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is one
of the world’s best-known labels for textiles
tested for harmful substances. It stands for
customer confidence and high product safety.
– ISO 9001:2015 is defined as the international
standard that specifies requirements for a quality
management system (QMS). Organizations use
the standard to demonstrate the ability to
consistently provide products and services that
meet customer and regulatory requirements.
– ISO 14001:2015 specifies the
requirements for an environmental
management system that an
organization can use to enhance its
environmental performance.

The current SR21 Model I
Barrier Mask is the first version of
this type. Others will follow soon
including a special model for kids under
the age of 7 years old. Each individual
user is advised to adjust the Barrier Mask
based on the shape of the head. This
version (v.1) of Model I is suitable for
adults only. Respirators and Barrier Masks
are not designed to fit children. The faces
of children may be too small for the
respirators or Barrier Masks to fit
properly and may not provide
adequate protection. It may be
better for children to wear a
surgical mask if
protection is needed.

